Structure and inherent properties of the bacteriophage lambda head shell. IV. Small-head mutants.
Missense mutants of bacteriophage lambda that produce small proheads were found among prophage mutants defective in the major head protein gpE. Measurements of the sedimentation coefficient and molecular weight of the small proheads showed that they have the T = 4 structure composed of 240 molecules of gpE instead of the wild-type T = 7 structure composed of 420 molecules of gpE. When the phage mutants were grown in groE mutants of Escherichia coli, they produced small unprocessed proheads, which contained a smaller number (about 60) of the core protein (gpNu3) molecules than normal unprocessed proheads, which contain about 180 molecules of gpNu3. This shows that the major head protein determines the size of not only the shell but also the core of unprocessed proheads. These mutants by themselves produce very few mature small-headed phage particles, partly because the lambda DNA molecule, whose cos sites are separated at a distance of 48,500 bases, is too long to be packaged into the small proheads. However, the small proheads can package shorter DNA in vivo and in vitro at somewhat reduced efficiency, if the length or a multiple of the length between the cos sites of the DNA is 13,000 to 19,000 bases.